**WORLD RUGBY**

**SUBMISSION PROCESS**

Competition Uniform submission for this sport is MANDATORY.

World Rugby Competitions and Performance Staff review all team kit in advance of any tournament. All NOCs must submit two pre-production samples of jerseys, shorts and socks to World Rugby by 31 January at the very latest.

**01 PLAYER FRONT**

**Identification of the Manufacturer**

- **Clothing**
  - Jersey | Warm-up top | Shorts | Tracksuit | Base layer top | Base layer shorts
  - One Identification of the Manufacturer per clothing item will be permitted, to a maximum size of 30cm².
  - Socks
  - One Identification of the Manufacturer per socks, to a maximum size of 10cm².

**Accessories**

- Shoulder padding | Breast padding | Shin guards
- Padded headgear
  - One Identification of the Manufacturer will be permitted per item, to a maximum size of 10cm² or two Identifications of the Manufacturer per accessory item, to a maximum size of 5cm² each, placed above each ear.
- Fingerless mitts
  - One Identification of the Manufacturer will be permitted per item, to a maximum size of 8cm².
- Eyewear
  - May carry the Identification of the Manufacturer as generally used on products sold through the retail trade during the period of 6 months or more prior to the Games, with Identification of the Manufacturer permitted on the lenses so long as such identifications are engraved into the lens and is not deemed as conspicuous by the IOC.

**02 PLAYER BACK**

**NOC Emblem and National Identity**

**Additional IF Specifications**

**Section 05**

**Third Party Identifications (athlete names)**

A number must appear on the front and the back of the jersey.

The number on the back of the jersey must be centered and be between 25cm and 35cm in height. The players’ name must appear on the back of the shirt.

The colours used for the players’ name appearing on the shirt must be clearly legible and distinguishable.

The letters used for the players’ name must be Latin characters and identical in colour to the colour used for the number displayed on the back of the shirt.

The players’ name must be positioned above the number on the back of the shirt. The letters used for the players’ name shall be between 5 and 7.5cm in height and must be separated from the number by at least 4cm.

All playing kit and any additional items of clothing must conform to the requirements of World Rugby Law 4 and Regulation 12.

**Homologation Marks**

**Additional IF Specifications**

**Section 09**

**Homologation Marks**

No homologation marks required by the IF.